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Mathis, Getz Among
J967-68 'Celebrities'
Variety -- ranging from folk
music to jazz saxaphone -- would
best
describe
the
1967-68
Celebrity Series, which was announced yesterday.
The first group to perform will
be Sergio Mendes and Rrasil '66,
a singing group which combines
Latin rhythms, jazz, and the Mancini sound. They will present their
concert Oct. 8, 1967.
The popular Johnny Mathis will

be presented in concert Nov. 19.
Best known for his tender ballads,
Mathis has been a favorite at
colleges across the country.
Jazz saxaphonist Stan Getz will
appear Jan. 14. 1968 and Ferrante and Teicher, piano duo, will
return to campus March 24, 1968.
Stan Getz and his jazz group
rocketed to popular notice with
the best-selling "Girl from Ipanema," and for the past several

Wilson Says

RA's-App/y Now

Peace Plan
Near In Asia
LONDON (AP) -- British Prime
Minister Harold Wilson told
Parliament yesterday he had
reached a secret agreement with
the Soviet Union on a plan to end
the war in Vietnam.
He said one "very small move"
is needed to launch it.
But informants said "the very
small move" would require North
Vietnam to cut off arms and men
-- though not food or other nonlethal supplies -- from Its
estimated 100,000 troops fighting
in South Vietnam.
This move, the informants said,
would be synchronized with a halt
in attacks on the north by the
United States. The sources said
the two moves together would clear
the way for talks between the opposing sides to arrange for a peace
conference.
The prime minister was answering questions about his talks with
Soviet Premier Kosygln.
Wilson said there were moments
during the talks when peace negotiations "could have been very
near." But he said two elements
were lacking.
One was the general realization
that sooner or later there must
be a political settlement. Wilson
said the other element was belief
in the trust and sincerity of the
combatants in their desire for a
negotiated settlement.

Applications are now available
for women who are interested in
the position of resident assistant.
The applications may be obtained
from their hall directors. The
positions open are for the 1967-68
school year or summer school,
1967.
Qualifications include at least
a 2.5 ace urn lative grade point
average and at least a 2.5 for the
previous semester. All students
may apply, but candidates who are
rising juniors or seniors shall be
given preference when appointments are made.
The applications may be submitted to the hall directors no
later than Friday.

years he has been considered one
of the outstanding saxophonists
in the country.
Ferrante and Teicher have made
several appearances on this
campus within the last few years
and have always played to a packed
house. Their act includes not only
straight playing, but several
comedy routines as well.
The final group in the series
will be the Highwaymen, who will
perform April 21, 1968.
This singing quartet, which has
performed at colleges across the
country, Is most popular for It's
million-selling version of "Michael, Row the Boat Ashore."
Season ticket books for theCelebrity Series will go on sale March
6 In the I'nion lobby. General admission tickets are $7 and reserved seats are $10, $12 and
$15. All performances will begin
at 8:15 In the Ballroom.
Jay Kettler, chairman of the
Union
Activities Organization
Celebrity Series Committee, said
the performers were selected by
his committee after three different
random samplings of student
opinion were taken.
From these, a list of 15 to 20
groups were selected. The final
selections were made on the basis
of their availability and the cost
factor.

ALTHOUGH THE hole is smaller than a human thumb, the
damage is extensive. This hole in the door at the north entrance
of the Life Science Building is just one of several as the
aftermath of a second rash of vandalism on campus within the
last ten days. Photo by Tim Culek.

University Windows
Smashed By Marbles
Vandals struck the campus for
the second consecutive weekend,
bringing the total of broken windows to 16.
Campus police said windows as
large as 8 by 10 feet were broken,
apparently by marbles shot by
slingshot.
Capt. Robert C. Achtermann,
University police special investigator, said damage could not be
estimated until repairs were made

Peace Pipe's 'Home'Hinges
On Outcome of TU-BG Tilt
A 19-year old tradition will resume tonight at theToledo- Bowling
Green basketball game at Toledo
University.
Since 1948 the two schools have
awarded a six-foot long, hand carved peace pipe to the winner of
the second basketball meeting of
the season.
During half time of the game
(which begins at 8 tonight) representatives from Bowling Green
and Toledo will meet and attempt
to smoke the pipe.
The tradition, though inaugurated in 1948, was discontinued
for several years, but re-

AN EDITORIAL

We Challenge
Student Council
WHEREAS, the B-G News and Student Council are friendly
i rivals willing to engage in fair competition,
WHEREAS. Student Council would like to control News editorial
I policy,
WHEREAS, the News would like to control Student Council
legislative power,
WHEREAS, both Institutions agree (surprisel) on the need to
raise money for charity:
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the News staff challenges
I Student Council to a benefit basketball game at the soonest convenient date for the benefit of Student Charities, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the winner of the contest
be granted an appropriate temporary concession of powers by the
loser.
Respectfully submitted,
The B-G News staff
HR (Human Race) members

established last season.
Currently the peace pipe, which
Toledo won last year, is hanging
in the Toledo student union.
Representing Bowling Green at
the presentation will be the BG
Press Club president, James Treeger. and vice-president Roger

NSA Reveals
Decade Of CIA
Secret Funds
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The National Student Association (NSA)
disclosed yesterday that It had a
secret tie with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) for more
than 10 years. The CIA had contributed substantial funds to help
the NSA finance its overseas activities.
The advisory board of NSA was
called last night in Washington to
discuss possible repercussions.
A NSA spokesman said the relationship apparently began because the CIA believed a strong
American student union acting
Internationally was in the national
interest. The secret relationship
was revealed by Ramparts Magazine.
The student spokesman said the
CIA contribution ran around $200,000 a year at the start in the
early 50's. and was about $50,000
when the ties were finally cut
this year. The total annual budget
of the NSA has been about $700,000.
He said only two or three top
association officers at any time
knew about the relationship.

Holiday.
"We'll be hoping to bring back
the pipe," said Treeger, adding
that "We (Bowling Green) have
won the pipe eight times so far,
and Toledo has had It six. We'd
like to make it nine."
There are also four games on
record in which no mention of
the peace pipe presentation was
made.
Since then, however, the second meeting has officially been
designated as the "pipe game."
The pipe is six feet, two inches long, with a four and one half
inch diameter stem. An OwensIllinois factory carpenter carved it
from five pieces of wood.
The PressClubatBowlingGreen
and Alpha Phi Gamma, Toledo
journalism honorary, Initiated the
tradition.

The weather for today Is: partly
cloudy with little temperature
change. High in the 50s. Cloudy
and colder with rain tomorrow.

because the tinted windows are
quite expensive.
Windows in thenewl.lfe-Sclence
Building, Hayes Hall, Women's
Gymnasium, the new Health
Center, and a truck parked near
the center were broken by the
vandals.
Bowling Green businesses and
a home were also hit by the vandals.
Total damages for both the University and the city may amount
to over $1,000.
A woman University employee
reported a "near miss" by a
marble on Monday night while
walking outside a campus building. The marble was shot hard
enough to shatter when It hit the
building.
During the weekend of Feb. 4,
vandals left behind 54 cut telephone lines, 10 destroyed telephones, slashed lamp chords and
a burglarized cigarette machine.
City businesses damaged by the
vandals include the F. W. Uhlman
warehouse, the Spratt Music
Center, Green Manufacturing Co.,
Hankey Lumber Co., and Gravel's
TV.
All of the windows in two trucks
were broken during the weekend,
resulting in about $275 damage.
University and city police are
continuing their investigations.

Recruiters Meet
More Dissenters
OBERLIN (AP)-- Three Air
Force recruiters tried again yesterday to set up shop on the campus of Oberlln College, and were
met by a new tactic from undergraduate dissenters.
Monday demonstrations Included
a sit-in that resulted in two fist
fights and other scuffling. No
effort was made yesterday to surround the recruiters.
Instead, about 50 demonstrators
lined up at the recruiting office
door yesterday, each of the dissenters planning to go Into the
office and talk for about 15 minutes, not giving the recruiters
time to talk to prospective
enlistees.
The general faculty council at
Oberlin said after a meeting Monday night that it upheld the right
of students to picket peacefully,
but condemned coercive picketing.
Provost John Knelter, also said
that about 600 students had signed
a protest to the tactics of the
demonstrators Monday.
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DUMPER'S DIALOGUE

Ironmill Tries But...
Advent Of Evaluation
Evaluation by students of the forces around them is becoming more
and more prominent on campus. It should continue to grow as long as
it Is handled judiciously and In good taste.
The latest action came at last week's Student Council meeting when
Council passed two resolutions which would establish working committees
to study and review the selection of academic and personnel deans.
Council would then make recommendations to the deans on the basis
of the study.
• » *
The trend is toward a complete evaluation of all the administrative
and faculty forces affecting the student.
It should continue into the academic area with a faculty evaluation
by students that would be published for the benefit of other students.
In fact, every service and function in the new Student Services Bldg.
(in which a student is supposed to have all his problems solved) should
come under regular and thorough student evaluation.
One area of evaluation, the review and study of head residents and
their staffs, was tabled hy Council at the meeting. It should be passed
as part of the wide-sweeping, evaluation program.

• • •

'I he future expansion and success of the evaluation program depends
on the intellectual grounds of pursuit of the program.
If it becomes m^relya tool for calling for resignations or embarassing
people in high administrative posts, then the evaluation program will
fail.
However, if it is pursued on rational grounds within an academic
environment, its cliances for success are good.
In short, students can't expect to have the final say on matters of
selection of administrative personnel but they can bring pressure to
bear in an intelligent manner to insure themselves a more beneficial
environment.

By LYLE GREENFIELD
Columnist
As a consequence of the Increased complexities arising out
of growth and innovation on many
campuses across the nation, it
is becoming ever more difficult
for university directors to please
everyone.
Is this the reason, then, for
the many and curiously varied
student protests which have plagued universities in even the most
geographically, puritanically conservative areas? I was told that
indeed this was the problem by
a long time associate of mine
and one who should know.
At his request we met for drinks
one afternoon at the Poorjob Bar
not far from his university. Mr.
Ironmill seemed quite troubled
as he figlted with his martini
glass while grinding the ice between his teeth.
"I try," he said, "I try, I
really try to do a decent job
but they always seem to want
more. I've been Director of Auxiliary Services here at Peekaboo
College for quite a few years
now and if you ask me a lot's
been done."
I agreed that he'd done everything that could have been expected of him and probably more.
"Sure," Ironmill said, "why

CAMPUS HART-LINE

Tuition To Fight Left
Ry JACK IIARTMAN
Columnist

Big Man On Gunpus

California by its sheer bigness
and internal diversity is a "test
state"- one in which policies that
may later be adopted by the federal
government (or voted into it) are
tried out.
The nat ion wide conservative
mood which swept Republican
Ronald Reagan into the governorship is presently on trial in the
state system of higher education.
Reagan, who vowed to "clean
up" the beatnik and New Leftinfested campus during his campaign, recently made a concerted
attempt to impress his policies
on state higher education.
He induced the California Hoard
of Regents to fire controversial
President Clark Kerr, who had
presided over the nine-campus
87,000 student university complex
for almost a decade.
The lever that brought the firing
was a proposed sizable budget cut
and the advent of tuition. Previously, the university was tuitionfree. Kerr's l>alk at the measures
helped Reagan to obtain the necessary votes to oust him.
Really, the shake-up intheCclifornia network of universities was
not unexpected.
Reagan was merely fulfilling
campaign promises to both clean
up the campus and promote austerity throughout the state
economy.
What bothers academic-minded
people is Reagan's apparent attidude toward a univ ers ity education.
Noted
New York Times
columnist James Reston sums up
"two theses which are even more
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it was my idea to have paper
coasters with pictures of the Peekaboo College campus for the milk
glasses in the cafeterias at every
meal."
I said that that certainly had
been a wonderful innovation. "But
what do you seem so worried
about, Ironmill? You've done a
fine job."
"Yes, but the students don't
like me. They think I work against
them... all the time against them."
He was biting his glass now so
I ordered him another drink.
"Take it easy, man", I said,
"Everyone upstairs knows what
a fine job you are doing."
"They just don't appreciate all
I do for them for their own good.
Why it was me who saved large
numbers of them from moral decadence, wasteful conversation and
possible gluttony by closing down
the Mouseceller. Besides, we lost
thousands there last year."
"Gee, it always seemed to be
such a popular place...how could
you lose money?"
"I'll tell you how. You remember how busy the grill and fountain used to be." I nodded. "Well,
those brattish students decided
to take advantage of my pay-the
cashier - after - you - receive your orders- honors - system and
continually walked off without paying."
I choked on a chunk of ice
which i was trying to swallow.
"And they have the nerve to want
the Mouse' reopened after violating your confidence. I think
you did what you could, Ironmill."
My friend started to chew his
ice again, keeping that anxious
expression on his face. "It's just
that nothing I do is appreciated,"
he said. "All ' here from the
students is complaints, complaints, complaints about how unattractive the campus is. Why
our maintenance crew worked
through Saturday every week this
past fall to keep the Peekaboo
campus clean and nice. Both of
em' never did stop raking leaves
till the first snowfall.
Then the two of them had to
start shoveling driveways, streets,
parking lots...it just burns me
up to think of that student I heard
complaining about the sidwalks
not being shoveled."
He was starting to bite into
his glass again so I ordered another
drink. "Ironmill " I said, "you've
got to take hold of yourself. You're

doing one outstanding job here
and you're letting the little things
get to you. Now admit it, you're
just plain tired; you merely need
a long rest."
He raised his glass and emptied
it quickly, seeming to not hear
me.
"I just want to know why they
think everything is wrong. Over
there at Uncommons Dining Hall
and the rest of em', if we throw
out garbage it's a waste, if we
serve leftovers for a few days
It's garbage. Why if I hadn't heard
that there is always room for
jello, I wouldn't serve it every
day. Look at the money we save
with all the corners I cut.
What's wrongl
What is wrong?ll"
I patted my friend on the back
and suggested that he have another
drink before appearing at the symposium.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Our Chance
University students now have
a golden opportunity to help our
school catch up with the bigger
schools such as Michigan. What
has been the key to their prominence may no longer be a well
guarded secret.
While we were told that It was
their brilliant faculties andgleeming research centers, the reai
key may have simply been inclusion on a list. That list has
been kept by the C.I.A.
Now we can catch up. The New
York Times and Ramparts magazine report this week that the
National Student Association has
been included in the C.I.A.'s now
famous list. As reported, the
N.S.A. has been in collusion with
the C.'.A. for some years to the
tune of $6,000,100.00.
Ry joining N.S.A. now, which
our Student Council has refused
to do, we could have the best
of both. We could play at being
radical leftists and at the same
time be guided and supported by
our own government.
If membership in N.S.A. Is put
to a student vote this spring it
might be wise to remember that
this "voice of the student" might
be but an echo of the corridors
of the C.I.A.
Paul J. Gebolys
509 Ridge Street

Language Choice Is Key

UAJH"Orr?1 I

controversial on the Berkeley
campus than his call for economy
and higher university fees."
First, Reston says Reagan feels
that the university was competing
too muchwithdistinguished private
I'niversities while it should be
centrating on educating those who
couldn't make the prestigious
private universities.
Secondly, Reston claims that
Reagan believes that university
teachers have an obligation to deal
not only with the intellectual but
also themoraldevelopment of their
students.
If this columnist understands the
academic freedom concept, it
means that a student and professor be allowed to pursue learning in any way they see fit without
moral or even intellectual bonds
iruund them.

Hence, the Reagan educational
philosophy is abhorrable to students and educators alike.
To Reagan's credit, he has not
run from critics on the campus
and on at least one occasion he
sought out a protest rally and presented his point of view despite
the jeers of the crowd.
He, of course, must realize that
the Californians in support of his
policies are not likely to be as
vehement in their demonstations
as the students and faculty of the
university complex.
Reagan is to be congratulated
for carrying out his election mandate.
If, however, columnist Reston Is
right about the Governor's academic policies, Reagan can be
assured of four years of extraordinary disturbances from the
normally troublesome California
universities.

Writing simply as an interested bystander, I think your article on the
opera production was very good, except for one important feature.
The question, in America, of the choice of language for opera is
one of the most controversial matters one could mention in musical
circles: in that sense, it's like religion of politics--take a position in
a conversation, and you've got a ready-made argument on your hands.
Although I know that some of my colleagues who are in music would
disagree heatedly, I think that the decision to offer "La Boheme" in
English is a very important one since it means that the whole dramatic,
theatrical, and literary side of the opera will be much more accessible
to those who do not know Italian.
This is also more important in this case since the "story" of La
Boheme is much closer to contemporary literary conventions and
experience (the "Bohemians" could easily be seen as Beatniks) than
that of the opera offered last year.
Dr. Frank Baldanza
Professor of English
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World Roundup

Powell's Island Trips
Paid For By U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Government auditors produced records
yesterday of trips made by Congressman Adam Clayton Powell
and members of his staff In 1965
and 1966.
The records indicate that more
than one dozen trips were made
from Miami to the Bahamas after
flights to Florida at the expense
of Powell's House Education and
Labor Committee. Robert Gray
of the general accounting office
told the commitiee investigating
Powell it appeared that no official
business was conducted in Miami
during these trips.
Gray told the committee that
many trips appeared to have been
made for personal reasons -•
and some were by persons not
on the committee staff, including
Powell's son, A dam Clayton Powell
HI.
A previous investigation into the
expenses of the Powell committee had disclosed a number of
trips to Miami -- but this Is the
first time a connection has been
made between these trips and ones
to the Bahamas.
Rep. Powell was not present
yesterday at the second public
hearing by the committee considering his qualifications for
seating in the House.
Attorneys for Powell rejected
the committee's contentions that
It can consider possible punishment or expulsion of the Harlem
Democrat, as well as whether he
should be seated.
• • •
JAKARTA (AP) -- Indonesia's
President Sukarno has rejected
demands that he step down.
Authoritative military sources in
Jakarta say It Is almost certain

that Sukarno will be brought to
trial. Earlier, a deputy of army
strongman General Suharto indicated that a showdown between
the military and Sukarno was imminent.
JACKSON, MISS. (AP) -- Byron
De La Beckwith yesterday announced
his
candidacy
for
lieutenant - governor of Mississippi.
Beckwith was twice tried for
the murder of civil rights leader
Medgar Evers, but both trials
resulted in hung juries. The case
is still pending, but no plans for
a third trial have been announced.
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Dorms Plan Casino Bash
Maverick, move over and make
room for the new breed of gamblers
that is set to make the University the wildest gambling spot in
the United States for one day.
From 8 p.m. to midnight Satur
day, Feb. 25, the dining area of
McDonald Quadrangle will be
transformed into a gambling
casino with an air of Las Vegas.
A small donation of 25 cents
will enable you to look around and
enjoy the entertainment. Or, if
dancing is high on your list of
favorites, you may enjoy the live
band which will be on hand.
However, if you wish to gamble
at any one of the many game
tables you must pay 10 cents for
a bundle of $100 and $500
"bills".
Any money you lose at the 16inch roulette wheel, casino, poker,
craps or blackjack tables will go
to a good cause. GeorgeW. Perse-

Computer Class
Offered Here
A course in the use and development of individual computer apL plications, called FORTRAN programming, will be offered here on
Wednesday from 4 to 5 pjn. beginning Feb. 22.
It is a non-credit course open
to all faculty members and students free of charge. No previous knowledge of programming
is required, but at least one year
of algebra is recommended. The
course will last the rest of the
semester.
Interested parties are asked to
call the Office of Computational
Services, extension 3808. At that
time you will be told If space
is available, the location of the
class and the text to be used.

Mr. Persely said one of the
highlights of the party will be a
mustache contest. Three trophies
will be awarded for the most
unusual, handsomest and longest
mustaches.

'Friction' Brings Fruit Fly
Satellite Down To Earth
Dr. Irwin I. Oster's fruit flies,
now well-known to students as the
"astronauts" in a United States
B io- Satellite, may have returned to
earth sometime last night or early
this morning.
The satellite, which was sent up
on Dec. 14, was expected to orbit
for three days. According to the
National Aeronautical and Space
Administration, however, the retrorockets failed to fire and the

satellite has been orbiting the earth
ever since.
Each orbit has brought the satellite closer to earth because of
friction and NASA predicted that
the fruit-fly satellite would come
down last night or this morning,
between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 10 p.m.
Air Force planes with nets will
stand by in hopes of bagging the
missile in the air.

STERLING

Orientation Job
Applications
Ready In Union
Applications are now available
for students who would like to serve
as student orientation leaders next
fall.
The forms may be obtained from
Miss Sally Williams at the Activities Office on the third floor
of the Union. Interviewing will
begin Feb. 20 and continue through
the middle of April.
Former orientation leaders
must fill out a new application,
but they will not be re-interviewed.
Interested students should complete their applications as soon as
possible, according to Larry
Weiss, chairman of theOrlentatlon
Board, so that the 128 leaders may
be selected as quickly as possible.

BIRTHDAY
PRICES EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 15- 16-17-18

Ready
for
STERLING
Instant HOMOGENIZED MILK
Serving
You Never Outgrow Your Seed For Milk

ing consultant at 7 p.m. tomorrow
In the Ohio Suite.
A former director of research
and development for the Materials Handling Institute, Mr. Brady
will speak on the effective planning and use of industrial
facilities.
The meeting is open to the public.
Refreshments will be served.
• * •
A meeting for students interested In joining the women's track
and field club will be held at
6:15 p.m. today In 206 Women's
Bldg. Five meets have been tentatively
scheduled with other
colleges.

• • •

An open reception honoring
British economist Barbara Ward
will be held at the Guest House
at 5 p.m. tomorrow. All students
are invited to attend.
• * •
Water colors, prints and metal
work are the Items to be exhibited
in the University's art gallery at
the Fine Arts Bldg. beginning at
2 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 19.
The items to be displayed are
the works of John E. Van Haren,
professor of art, at Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilantl.
The showing will continue
through Sunday, March 5.
• • •
Registration of first semester
student teachers will take place
at 3,4, and 6 p.m. next Monday
in the Ballroom.
• • •
Delta Phi Delta, art honor society, will meet tonight in the
design room. A graduate school
program will begin at 7; 30.
• * *
Prose, poetry and art contributions for "Inkstone" literary
magazine may be sent to "Inkstone" at the English department.
Monday, Feb. 20,is the final deadline.

38c
Vt GALLON CLASS

Flavor of the Month

STERLING
POTATO
SALAD

Women interested In Interviewing for editorial positions for the
AWS Handbook and AWS Clothes
Brochure are to turn in applications by tomorrow. Interviews will
be conducted Feb. 21.
• • *
A meeting for all faculty,
students and volunteers who plan
to teach ice activities this
semester are asked to attend an
ice clinic Sunday evening in the
arena, according to Dr. Sam
Cooper, chairman of the health
and physical education department.
The meeting Is slated for 7:30
p.m., and Is designed to instruct
the teachers on ways to present
ice skating and curling to the
students. Dr. Cooper reminds the
instructors to bring their skates
to the meeting.
• • *
The Society for the Advancement
of Management will present R. C.
Brady, a noted Industrial engineer-

ly, assistant residence hall director of Conklln Hall, explained that
money made from the casino party,
sponsored by McDonald Quadrangle and Conklin, will go to
charity.

Cherry-Vanilla Ice Cream
—■•*»»>''JtiL'y'^'

BEAN
SALAD
BAKED
BEANS

^'SCrllw^ ,CE CREAM
-;
DRUMSTICKS
x

"~-_~"-/v'-J&k
MACARONI
SALAD
COLE
SLAW

-~

Delicious - Nutritious

^'CrlPI^ DINNER BELL

YovtE

BOLOGNA

"'^^A'.'^ML''^'

SANDWICH
SPREAD
1 Lb. Package
Reusable

After School Favorite

H GALLON

PKG. OF 10

I LB. PKG.

Kee

P Plenty On Hand

*^>vj. _ji£JJl^>-^ BUNNY

""
5c

79c
79c
59c
25c

SANDWICH BREAD

LOAF

8 Oz. Can

Containers

Shurfine Peach Halves
with purchase of a
We Reserv.

30 Oz. Carton of STERUNG COTTAGE CHEESE!

The Right
To Limit
Quantities

KRAFT
"Vkfffl$>^ AMERICAN

™

CHEESE SLICES 2

FOR

69c
8 OZ. PKG.

Free Convenient Parking
Speedy Check Out

Jamou* for Jreshne**!

STERLING
Sterling stands toll in your neighborhood

115 Railroad Street
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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GRAND OPENING
OF

PAGUAI'S PIZZA
/

^^^1
1

SMALL

LARGE

CHEESE

7.25

7.75

ONION

1.15

2.00

SAUSAGE

7.50

2.25

PEPPERONI

7.50

2.25

ANCHOVIES

7.50

2.25

MUSHROOM

7.75

2.50

GREEN PEPPERS

7.75

2.50

GREEN OLIVE

7.75

2.50

BEEF

7.75

2.50

SHRIMP

7.75

2.50

PAGUAI'S SPECIAL

2.25

3.25

m

11

INCLUDES
Onion, Sausage,
Pepperoni, Mushrooi II
& Gr. Peppers
rj^?15^ ,S AU WAYS

1004
S. MAIN

Coffee &Milk 10$
Soft drinks 75tf

EA" fEH WITH THE FINGERS

| WITH THIS COUPON

j

|

25( OFF

|

:

Any Pizza

j

i ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
j
NO DELIVERY

i
i

353-1444
WE DELIVER
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But Watch Those Bulls

When In Spain, Do
As Spaniards Do...

THE BULL fighter on the poster brings back quite a few memories of Joseph V. Carena's trip to Spain last summer. Carena,
senior in business, toured Spain and was nearly gored by a
bull during the festival in Pamplona.

Ry VICK' WOLFE
Feature Writer
When in Spain do as the Spaniards do. So University student
Joseph V. Carena, did. He entered
a Spanish bullfight last summer,
but almost didn't live to tell about
the experience.
Carena, a senior in business
administration, was touring Spain
after having completed a semester
at the University of Madrid. During
his travels he went to the famous
celebration at Panplona, a city In
northern Spain.
He arrived in Pamplona on July
7 in the mid-afternoon. The city's
population had increased from
80,000 to about 1(<0,000. People
from all over the world had come
to celebrate the feast of Saint
F ermine.
Eating, drinking, and dancing
continued day and night.
The most popular attraction of
the feast was "the running of the
bulls" through a barricaded street

from the railroad station to the
arena, 3/4 of a mile.
To Spaniards it was an honor
to run in front of the bulls, but
to tourists it offered adventure.
"The running of the bulls" was
followed by a mock bull fight in
the arena.
Joseph did not join the screaming crowd chased by stampeding
bulls that day, but decided to
participate in what he thought was
a more mild sport, the mock
bull fight. Here he would only be
waving a bright colored cape at
small bulls with padded horns.
The arena was filled to capacity
with 25,000 spectators. About 500
men and boys, Joseph one of them,
waited in the center of the arena
for their chance at the old South
American custom.
"It was really thrilling to be
a part of this human mass yelling
mastoros (more bulls), and waving
a red cape at charging bulls
well protected of coursel 11 You

even felt the spirit of those brave
matadors. Yes, it was all very
thrilling,"
Carena
said,
"until
II
"The last thing I remembered
was this huge black blob coming
at me. Then whaml 11
"The next thing I knew I was in
an ambulance on my way to a
hospital.
"I found out later that someone
had let the real fighting bulls into
the arena. Iteforc I could get out
of the way one of them had charged
at me and I was caught between
its horns. Fortunately I wasn't
gashed.
"The half - ton potroast just
stepped on my hand and broke a
knuckle. My hand was black and
blue and sore for days after that."
Put despite his brush with death
at the celebration of Pamplona,
Joseph said, he wouldn't have
traded it for anything.

CAMPUS SCENES

Curfews Cut For OU, OSU Women
Ohio University
A new no-hours policy will go
into effect here for women resident assistants as soon as
dormitory keys can be provided
for the women. The move to eliminate RA hours was started early
last fall by a group of RA's delegated from each dormitory, the
Post said.
Director of Student Residences,
Jerrold Grlffis, emphasized that
RAs will be responsible for fulfilling their duties as semiprofessional administrators first of
all, and that a system of signing
out after hours will be worked
out so that the number of assistants
will be regulated.
• • •
Ohio State University

A no- hours policy was approved
here recently by ChrlstlneY.Conoway, dean of women, for OSU
juniors, seniors, and other coeds
21 year or older. The policy will
go Into effect during the fall quarter
pending approval of the individual
living units.
The dean said that the liberalized
hours are "in keeping with the

WBGU TV-RADIO
3:23
3:25
3:30
3:30
4:00
5:00
6:00
6:10
5:15
|*6:30

WBGU - FM
Wednesday, Feb. 15
Sign On
News
Germany and
German and Germany
World Famous Music
Music For Dining
News
Follow the Falcons
BBC World Report
Footlights and Fancy

7:00....The New Music Workshop
8:00
Opera: The Battleground
1
of the Arts
9:25
News
9:30
The March of Medicine
|»9:55
News
10:00
Sign Off
WBGU - TV
5:30
Channel 70 Report
6:00
TV Kindergarten
6:30....What's New: "Riverboat"
7:00
Wood County Report
7:30
News In Perspective
8:30
Cinema 70:
"The Man in the White Suit"
10:00
Accounting Concepts
and Procedures .

trend" at universities across the
nations. Not every eligible coed
will be affected, however. Each
women's dormitory or off campus
rooming house must decide Individually if the residents of that
house will live under the old or
new rules.
• • •
University of Denver

Two fraternities here face possllbe legal action by area residents
that would declare them a "public
nuisance" and close their houses.
The residents say they can no
longer tolerate various Incidents
Involving Phi Kappa Sigma and
Phi Sigma Delta. In addition. If
the University doesn't take action
to control these Incidents, the
Clarion reported, the neighbors
will seek legal action.
Complaints cited by the citizens
Included Incidents where the fraternities allegedly blocked traffic,
swore at drivers, let large dogs
run loose and held loud parties.
Indecent exposure was also mentioned In the complaints.
One fraternity president said
that some of the complaints were
exaggerated and others were false.
• * •
Michigan State University

While the VD rates goes up at
BG, Michigan State students were
battling bouts of hepatitis last
month. According to the State
News, nearly 16 cases of the contagious disease were reported.
Doctors said it was not an epidemic.
• * •
University of Michigan
An investigation Into the
relationship of the Michigan Dally

ALPHA SIGS

to the University of Michigan was
approved unanimously In an
attempt to evaluate the "harmful
articles" and editorial policy of
the paper.
Luke J. Cooperrider, chairman
of the board of control of student
publications, said "our purpose is
not to bring about a review of
these particular Instances, but to
review the general structure of
our relationship with the Daily."
The "harmful articles" referred to include signed editorials
proposing the legalization of
marijuana, and the support of
Roger Heyns of Berkeley to
succeed Harlan Hatcher as president of the university, the State
News said.

fire alarms, also.

• • •

Kent State University

Many students burn their draft
cards to protest against the draft,
but at least two students here
burned their meal tickets last
month in an attempt to get better
food in the cafeterias. Five dormitories participated in a boycott
which started after three days of
what the students considered bad
food, the Kent Stater said.
University police were called
to the scene after approximately
1000 students picketed and pro

THRU TUESDAY
FEB. 21

• • *

CLA-ZEL

at 7:30, 9:30 - continuous from 2 p.m. - Sat. Sun.

Marshall University

Hundreds of students waiting In
line for schedule changes here
refused to evacate the building
when the fifth false fire alarm
within a year went off In Old
Main Annex, a temporary building
structure.
The students said that if they
left the building they would lose
their place In line, according to
the Parthenon. Fire Chief John
Gallagher said he felt the students
were not to blame for not leaving
the building since many faculty
members are apethetlc to the

Something/br Everyone.

A Ml .IMHANK
Mialud.im

ZEROAVOSTEL

FUMY

PHILSILVERS

THING
HAPPENED
ON THE WAY
TO THE
FORUAV"

JACK GILFORD
BUSIfeRKEATDAI
COLOR by OKuit
UNITED ARTISTS

FILM FESTIVAL SERIES . - EACH WED.
Beginning Feb. 15 thru March 15 - 5 Films
series tickets on sale in University Hall - 10-12 8. 2-4 p.m.

ARMOUR
(

"THE HOUSE THAT DIAL BUILT n
Armour Grocery Products Company will be interviewing applicants for SalesMarketing positions on campus February 21. We will be interviewing Juniors
(to become seniors) for the summer internship program. Exceptional growth of
our 7 year old division has created many opportunities for qualified applicants
(willing to put minds and bodies to work) in sales and marketing of Armour's
Branded Consumer products through the food distribution industry...

SAY:

Dash
ooi pooo

BEAT T.U.

tested in front of the cafeterias,
urging other students not to eat.
Among the students' complaints
were greasy food, uncooked
potatoes, hamburger that really
isn't hamburger, and hair found In
the food.
• • •
Brigham Young University
Here In Utah, this university's
annual snow sculpturing contest
was on the brink of being cancelled.
The reason--lack of snow. But
some students managed to save
the event by trucking In snowfrom
near-by mountains.

TREET
Aqua Lotion

and other
Canned Meats

dial
Q/Mmyuxr

Princess

APP1ANWAY
PIZZA

Contact the Placement Office to make your appointment with
Mr. Bill Picek of Armour Grocery Products Company.

Magic
Finish
... and
others
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Placement
Interviews
Feb. 21 and 22
Armour Grocery Products: general business; Sales; Summer jobs,
Jrs. only.
•Riverside Unified School District, Riverside. Calif.: elementary education; home economics;
Industrial arts; languages; math;
chemistry; special education.Also
Liberal Arts candidates who would
be Interested in elementary education.
Lompoc Unified School, Lompoc,
Calif.: Check with Placement Office.
Feb. 22
Shell Oil Co.: sales marketing.
Doren, Mayhew, Grob & McNamara accounting.
Arthur Young K. Co.: accounting.
Kroger food Chain: all business areas.
UniroyalU. S. Rubber: accounting; economics; general business;
industrial management; four year
secretarial; Chemistry.
American Electric Power:
Check with Placement Office.
Upjohn Co.: Check with Placement Office.
Wilmington Schools, Delaware,
Ohio: Check with Placement Office.
Clermont- NortheasternSchools,
Batavia, Ohio: Check with Placement Office.
Feb. 22 and 23
Ford Motor Co.: accounting;
business statistics; finance and
banking; general business; industrial management and prod.; personnel management; transportation; business administration;
economics.
•I ast Cleveland Schools, Cleveland: business education; elementary education; industrial arts;
languages: mathematics; music;
science; special education.
Feb. 23
Dow Coining Corp.: accounting; sales: business administration; chemistry.
Lamphere Public Schools, Lam
phere, Mich. Check with Placement Office.
Mead Johnson Co.: accounting;
general business; biology; business administration; chemistry;
economics.
Napoleon Schools, Napoleon,
Ohio: Check with Placement Office.
DeKalb County United Schools,
Auburn, Ind.: Check with Placement Office.
Federal-Mogul Corp.: accounting; general business; sales; business administration.
International Mineral & Chemical: Check with Placement Office.
Feb. 23 and 24
•Hassett Unified Schools, liassett, Calif.: business education;
elementary education; English; H.
P.E. women; industrial arts; languages; math; science; special education.
Marathon Oil Co, accounting;
business statistics; economics;
finance & banking; general business; secretarial, 4 & 2 years;
business administration; mathematics; sales, marketing.
Pearl River Public Sc hooIs ,
Pearl River, New York: art; business education; elementary; English; foreign language; industrial
arts; math; music; H.P.E. men
& women: science; social studies; special education.
•evening also

Seek Counselors
Directors of two summer camps
have announced that they will Interview students Interested in
camp counseling this summer.
The director of camping from the
YMCA Camping Headquarters of
Rochester, N.Y. will conduct Interviews on Friday Feb. 17 and
the director of Qulnlbeck Camps
of Fly, Ut„ will interview on
Thursday, Feb. 23.

-^ ,
~^lir

"™

—Ju

Students Support
Lower Voting Age
^^
COLUMBUS (A P) -Ohio youth
Some favored a Consiitutional
K, had its day in a senate elections, Amendment Resolution for 18' commerce and labor committee year-olds to vote. Others spoke
hearing yesterday. More than a for a 19-year minimum,
score of college and high-school
All of the young witnesses were
students appeared in suppon of articulate, sincere and neat appending proposals to lower Ohio's pearlng. Akron University students
21-year minimum voting age.
presented a two-party plea.and
pupils from Tippecanoe high
Or*
D
D
A
school, Tipp City, Miami County,
D0», Prep DO HO 5
appeared with a petition bearing
20,000 signatures.
Will Present 11th
President of Akron University's
Young Democratic Club, 20-year'Mucir Clinic'
old William Lucasovich, andThad-

mUSIQ ^liniC

lus Garrett> 18>

The University School of Music
will hold Its 11th annual "New
Music Reading Clinic" from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and from
8:30 a.m. to 4-30 p.m. Saturday.
The clinic will present new maPMk^
^^"Vl
i terlal from major band music
k\^P^B P^"* '^ """ ^^,. Ql^publishers to be played by the All
-' --+4F*'' ^ ML.'— "*** *^>JHM»h.
BBS Ohio High School Rand and the
\~; . *»~"X" _, * TI '"^■»TT<fcr~ '" "*" "^Bf University Symphonic Band.
WHO'S SHOOTING WHO seems to be"the question posed by
The guest conductor for the
this photo. Although one comeromon appears to be "shooting"
two-day clinic is Nilo Hovey eduthe other, we ore assured that the men, both from WTOL-TV
cational director for H. & A.
Toledo ore only gothering films of the BGSU compos for their
Seml«, Inc.
...
'p? , ,,,? „« .
-,-•
ftiUli
Schedule for the band performstation s f.les. Photo (th.s one) by T.m Culek.
ances Is as follows.
Performing from 1:30 to 3:30
{* p^ ^ -— j/ A f" C
ft I I »"*** *** I |
P,rn* Irl(lay wil1 be ni8n schools,
+J P C CI KClJ
D \J I W U KJ
while from 3:30 to 5 the Univer■
sity band will play.
_
!•
mm
{+
_
Friday night the high school
IrPrtnlAC
l\l £* 1A/
SV^lPfT)
bands resume, beginning at 7 until
IXvUUlCtf
■'* «
*kT jWm^WMWW
8:30. At 9 the University musir
1

The Conference and Space Assignments Office is looking for a
better way of updating their
••Sneakers Bureau" which dlstrlbutes information about speakers
'
* . ,. ,„„..„„„
and programs at the University.
The office in a memorandum
sent to tacuity. stall ana omcers
of student organizations saw a
is trying to raw a new ™-n
to make available miormaiion
about speakers and their creden-

cedure given by the Space Assignments Office. This procedure
asks that arrangements for programs should be made in writing
or by calling the Assignment Of«!..„
flee.
Jhe procedure aIso states any.
one wantlng t0 be a speaker and
^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ g ^^
,et belng made available by the
gnments office will have to
m *» ^ lnformation sneet.

' Vw'o suggestions that have been
given call for either a loose leaf
notebook with updated information
sent to campus and off campus
groups once a year, or, the office can send out additional updated announcements when changes
are made.
Persons, wishing to present a
program or guest speaker on
campus should follow the pro-

Thi
s sheet r^'f J^f "'
want's name and p<« it ion his exI*"6"" »»'^Peaking and the topic
"e will talk on am1 the type of
audience he would like to speak
to.
The Space Assignments Office
wants t0 make It known that the
Unlversity will not provide funds
for
kers. feeg and expenses.

Contract Brifflae
Wllll uvi
I rn.mmm.mm
LGSSOnS

vi luyc

DAMIM

Degin

I he University Activities Organization has arranged two additional contract bridge lessons to
begin with a free "pre-lesson"
session at 7 tonight and tomorrow
night in the Wayne Room.
"Pre-lessons will give students
who are undecided about taking
the lessons an introduction to
the course." said Mrs. Evelyn
Steldtman, director of the classes.
"At this first session, a summary
of the course will be given and
prospective students will have an
opportunity to play a few hands
under supervision, and lesson
sheets will be distributed," she
said.
Since the classes will be limited
in size, interested persons should
register immediately by contacting the UAO office, ext. 2231,
and place their name on the list
for the night they prefer, said
Mrs. Steidtman. The director of
the classes also said the public
is invited to attend.
The total fee Is $8 for the eight
lessons in addition to the free prelesson. This may be paid in two
installments.
Classes will be two hours and
will consist of a lecture followed
by a staged play. Prizes will
be awarded at three sessions and
each member will receive a complete outline of contract bridge.
Refreshments will be served at
the final party.

Mg

reagon

wantln

i
.HI un.,„
to sponsor a speaker
will
have

clans take over and play until
10.
Saturday morning from 8 to
10 the high schools will again
*fc followed by a performance
by both the faculty brass and
J
woodwlnd qulmet8 from
lQ,3Q [0 n00n#
Saturday afternoon from 1:30
^ g ^ University ^^ performs,
wlth the high school bands endlng the program with a 3 to 4
performance.

^ZJ^TTTM^
their teacher. J T Lee Amer
lean government Instructor
Bowling said chat In addition
t.^tb^jjnym
people have written letters to the
gto 0f Ohio newspapers expressing their desire to see the
voting age lowered,
Lee estimated that lowering of
Ohio's voting age to 19 would make
about 273,698 additional eligible
voters in the state.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. Monday
,or
VVednesdoy's paper, 5 p.m
Tuesday for Thursday s POP*'.
5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday t
P°P"
,.
RATE$
32<
2 ,•,„.,
.
.
r
J
minimum, average 5 words
per

will do babysitting in my home,
References available. 353-8981.

» ** « fronTttooffk. what |in..
expenses wlll be tavoived.

SEND COpy ,o claMified Depi>

B

.
frOT

_
lO

r^t.

"° "*""*'

106

Univers,ty

wIV©
FOR SALE 0R

f^M/^
V.6IIO

P/^rifnl
IV6vlTUl

HaM

-

RENT

Electric organs are out of style
0r sell yours to me for
awhile. "The Something Moore."
352 3682.

Rent

peter Howard, associateprofeswlll present a cello
recital at 8:15 Sunday night in the
Recital Hall. Howard's recital
includes the "Arpeggeone Sonata"
by Schubert.
*
"The sonata received its name
from the Arpeggeone, a sixstringed fretted guitar-like lnstrument witn a curved ridge which
enabled the instrument to be
bowed," Prof. Howard said.
"While the instrument has ceased
to exist, the music remains and
cellists have borrowed the piece,"
he added.
Howard also will present one of
the six suites for unaccompanied
cello by Bach and "Variations on
a Theme Rococo" byTchaikovsky.
Assisting Howard on the piano
will be T. Schwartz, instructor
In music.
Howard has presented concerts
throughout the southern and
eastern United States as well as
Russia, Austria, Germany, France
and Mexico.
He has spent one year with the
National Symphony Orchestra and
the Cleveland Orchestra, where he
was a soloist. In addition to teachIng at the University, Howard teaches at the Brevard Music Center
in Brevard. N. C, In the summer.

sor 0f muslc,

presldent of the

Akron U. Young Republican Club,
used notes for speeches rivaling
those of veteran lawmakers in the
legislature.
Lucasovich quoted letters from
a friend who went to fight in
Viet Nam instead of entering college. The young soldier wrote
thai lie failed to understand why
he must fight, constantly in fear
of his life, without the right to
v
°£
Carrett asserted that if the tax
structure encompasses young
people, as he put It, "They most
certainly have the right to vote."
He said that young people are
more aware of problems of the
day, more opinionated, more willing to do their part, than ever
before.
Tlpp City students were represented by J ohn B owllng, an

For sale.'63 Comet Custom. 2dr.
hdtp., see Jerry, rm. 29, Newman Club.
Basement apt., near campus. $25
per month. Call 353-2403, clean
and cozy.
Zither for sale. New. Music tuner.
pick, box Included. Call Sharon,
3214-3217, 421 Krelscher A.
■■
1963 VW convertible. 20,000 miles.
Call 352-5151.
Zenith Entertainment center; 23"
TV. AM-FM radio, stereo; $190
Call 353-8095 after 6 p.m.

Student with home addresses In
the area of Toledo, Bryan, Premont
- UPPer Sandusky. and De
fUnce. May now apply for part
time employment.
„ r * .. . Write
_..to P.O.

Box 512. Reymtobur* Ohio.

5s£ring Ran.Q ( essons< Eiemen

tary Banjo; Scruggs Style (Bluegrass Method); Southern Style
(Clawhammer or Frailing). Contact Bill Neff, Rm. 19, Newman
club
*
God? Man7 Hamilton? Braaten?
Sunday, 7 p.m. Recital Hall.
• College Men. Work twenty hours
per week. Only Northwestern Ohio
residents need apply. Write to
P.O. Box 512. Reynoldsburg,Ohio.
Give your pennies to give them
Hope. ..this Friday, Grand Ballroom, 6 p.m. to 1 a.m.
—
Students having passed University
Thurs. night Scuba Course may
pick up certificates In Men's HPE
office,
Care enough to give them Hope?
See you Friday, Grand Ballroom «■!
6 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Florida Trip - Will provide ride
Florida for two girls over '
Easter. 352-5181.

t0

Room for rent for second semester. 352-5265 (day), 352-5184
after 6 p.m.
•—
Wanted immediately apartment to
share, female. Ext. 3214,Rm.409.
- BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Guitar instructors wanted. Male
°r female for folk and rock n'
roll. Must read music. Spratt
Music Center, 130 E. Washington.

MARATHON HOPE IS COMING-Wlll you be there to show you
care?
—
Student Income Tax done by experts. $1. 105 Krelscher D, ext.
3442.
•
--GET MCH for Chi Omega's Jam
Session, Sat. 1:30 - 4:30 at Chi
Omega House.
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Ice Arena Ready To Open
By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Editor

One of the most modern and
best equipped college Ice arenas
in the midwest, and possibly In
the entire United States, will be
put into use here beginning this
week.
Not only will the arena house
the hockey team. It will provide
recreation for the student body,
faculty and the public. Hesldee
the 200 by 85 foot hockey rink,
the arena will contain a studio
figure skating sheet 80 by 40
and four regulation curling sheets.
Other facilities include an attractive lounge area with a
kitchen, a large open fireplace,
and a comfortable social area
which overlooks the cur ling sheets;
and a skate shop, situated at the
south end of the hockey area,
where skates can be rented or
sharpened and where curling
equipment can be purchased.
Some 60 sections in health
and physical education have been
organized under the title of "Ice
Activities." More than 1,200
students have signed up for the
activities this semester, and the
first classes will be held In the
arena at 8 a.m. Monday. Ice skating, from beginning through advanced, figure skating, and curling are being offered to the student
body.
David and RltaLowery have been
hired to serve as skating instructors. The husband and wife team
spent a number of seasons travel-

As can be expected, the hockey
team will be one of the major
users of the arena. Coach Bill
Little's squad was scheduled to
hold its first practice in the arena
last night, but delays in painting
the lines caused the practice to
be cancelled. The practice was
to have been to help level the
surface of the ice, and to test
the new Zambonie, known better
to most of us as the "Ice making
machine."
Tomorrow and Friday are the
"punch-out" days for the contractors working on the arena.

ing with international professional
teams and with the "Holiday on
Ice" company. They will teach
beginning and Intermediate skating, with special Instruction In
figure skating.
Also, the first annual University Summer Skating School has
been organized for the upcoming
summer, with Mr. Lowery serving
as the director.
The school will run from June
19 through Aug. 27. Membership
applications can be obtained from
the HPE office in the Men's Gym.

At the punch-out proceedings, a
complete Inspection of the arena
is made, looking for any faults
or defects. If none are found,
the arena will be signed-over to
the University, and from that point
on, it is the University's responsibility. The State Architect also
must Inspect the facility before it
can be officially turned over to
Howling Green.
Friday's scheduled hockey game
between the Falcons and Oberlln
was switched to the Oberlln arena
In the event the BG ice would

Floor Plan Of New Falcon Ice Arena
Curling
Lounge

j

Curling
Sheets

BG vs. Toledo

Last Chance To Derail Rockets
Just how successful has Toledo
University's head basketball coach
Bob Nichols been since he took
over the Rocket job?
Well, according to many people,
one of the top ways of judging
a Toledo University coach is by
the amount of success he has
against arch rival Howling Green.
If this is the case Nichols,
who is currently undefeated against
BG, is one of the finest coaches
in Rocket history.
However, at 7:30 tonight he puts
he 3-0 record on the line as
Bowling Green Invades the Toledo
Field House for a sell-out game
that will be televised by WTOLTV(Ch. 11).
On paper, there is a lot to choose
from between the two clubs. To-

ledo is currently 16-1 overall and
is leading the Mid-American Conference's seven-team race with a
7-1 mark. Howling Green, on the
other hand, was picked to win the
MAC crown, but is now 9-10 and
just 3-5 In the conference.
While Toledo's Nichols is unblemished against Howling Green,
Falcon coach Warren Scholler has
had a less successful career
against the Rockets as he takes a
2-5 record into the game.
The BG squad has some fine
material. Howling Green has four
players who' are averaging in
double figures including 6-8
forward Walt Piatkowski, a Toledo

Utility Ace Dies

PLAYER

CHATTANOOGA (AP) -- Jimmy

Johnston, onetime star for the
Hrookjyn Dodgers died yesterday
at a hospital In Fort Oglethorpe,
' Georgia, at the age of 77.
Johnston was given the label
of baseball's greatest utility player
because he played every position
except catcher and pitcher during
his eleven seasons with the
Dodgers from 1916 through 1926.
I He also played In the longest
Major League game on record,
a 26-inning contest between the
Dodgers and Boston Braves.
I

MAC Top Cager
I*

COLUMBUS (AP) -- A six-footfour Toledo sophomore. Bob
Miller, is the Mid American Conference basketball player of the
week.
Miller netted 25 points in relief last week, as Toledo chalked
up victories against Kent State
and Ohio University.
Others nominated for the weekly
honor were Doug Grayson of Kent
State, George Stone of Marshall,
Phil Snow of Miami and Jerry
McKee of Ohio U.

Woodward High School product,
who carries a 22.4 average into
the game. Guards Al Hairston
and Rich Hendrix have 17.2 and
12.0 averages respectively, while
center Al Dixon, from Toledo Scott
High, stands at 10.2 in scoring.
Dlxon turned in the finest game
of his Howling Green career last
Saturday at Marshall as he scored
25 points and collected 10 rebounds. He took 15 shots from the
field and connected on 10, while
hitting five of five from the charity line.
If Dixon can maintain his scoring against Toledo, It will take
some of the pressure off Piat-

kowski and Hairston in the point
production
departmsnt. Seven
times this season, individual Falcons have scored 30 or more
points in a game and Piatkowski
and Hairston have combined for
six of them.
Toledo takes a two-game winning streak into tonight's contest
with wins over Western Michigan
and Ohio University while Howling Green has dropped two straight
to Miami and Miarshall. The Falcons have been unable to derail
any of the top contenders in the
MAC, Imt did lose the last two
games by a combined total of 11
points.

not be ready. The first game
the Falcons will play on their new
home will be Saturday, Feb. 25,
when the University of Illinois
comes into town.
The U. S. Air Force Academy
will visit the arena the following
day, and Toledo's Rockets Invade
BG March 2 to round out the
home schedule.
March 10-11 will find the Midwest College Hockey Association
playoffs coming to Howling Green.
The two day affair will feature
the top four teams In the MCHA
squaring off in a single-elimination tournament.
To he(lp meet the cost of the
lights, the personnel required to
take tickets, etc., an admission
fee of 25 or 35 cents will be
charged students while the public
will be charged a slightly higher
fee.
One of the major reasons for
charging admission is the fact
the Howling Green team is still
on a club basis, therefore It receives very little financial support from theAthleticDepartment.
A $1,100- $1,200 budget has been
allotted the team by the HPE
department, but this hardly covers
the cost of sticks, sweaters,
socks, travel expenses, and rental
time for ice at Toledo and I lma.
The admission policy will coincide with those of many colleges
and universities throughout the
country. Ohio State, for example,
charges a student 2S,' to get into
hockey games, while the Unlver
sity of Toledo sends Its cheerleaders through the stands asking
for a free-will offering.
Illinois, another I sigTen university, has an admission price of
25 cents for students; Oberlln
follows the same policy.

1 CHURCH 1

fiSr
131 South Main St.

BOWLING GREEN

i coring Statistics (After 19 Games)
FG
Walt Piatkowski
179
Al Hairston, G
139
Rich Hendrix, G
84
Al Dixon, C
64
Joe Henderson, F
43
Dick Rudgers, G
28
Carl Assenheimer, F32
Phil Benedict, C
4
Ed Behm, F
5
John Compton, G
2
Dan Rinicella, F
3
Ted Rose, G
2
John Heft, C
1
Mark Hoffman, F
0

PCT
.488
.421
.385
.464
.462
.359
.400
.444
.455
.250
.273
.286
.333
.000

FT
67
52
60
35
43
39
11
2
0
2
0
0
0
0

PCT
.770
.675
.750
.565
.754
.750
.478
.286
.000
.500
.000
.000
.000
.000

TP
425
330
228
163
129
95
75
10
10
6
6
4
2
0

AVG
22.4
17.4
12.0
10.2
7.6
5.3
5.0
1.0
1.1
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.7
0.0

Recruitement from
New Rochelle, New York

D0NT
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

will be at the Placement Office

Feb.20 from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
to interview candidates for teaching positions -secondary level - all subjects -- B.A. M.A. — elementary level -- experienced only.
Salary B.A. - $5950*
M.A. -$6550 +
Suburban New York area. Contact Miss King,
PLACEMENT OFFICE

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
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Guards Vital Part
In Frosh Success
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
The backcourt duo of the Falcon
freshman basketball team, Mark
Hennessey and Dennis Cavenaugh,
are already making their mark
on the polished surface of Anderson Arena.
These two have to beconsidered
a vital element behind the young
Falcons winning season.
Mark Hennessey, from Troy,
was not even sure he could make
the team when he entered BG.

Analytical Student Minds
Solve Cagers' Plight

As a high schooler Mark was
cut from the squad as a freshman and sophomore, made the
JV team as a junior, and finally
played varsity ball as a senior.
He was not an outstanding player, but a solid one, and as has
been evidenced this year, continues
to improve with each new season.

By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
This has gone far enough, we
figured.
Long enough have the voices of
our brilliant fans been muffled-long enough have these keen, analytical strategists been kept from
speaking the truth on what is the
matter with Rowling Green's
basketball team.

Freshman coach Jim Lessig in
speaking of Hennessey stated that
he was a surprise, developing
more rapidly than was expected,
but is the type of player who
"works hard at basketball and
was bound to improve."
One of the aspects of the game
that Mark has worked on is his
shooting.
Already
a strong
rebounder due to playing forward
in high school, he has come on
strong lately in the scoring department. Scoring 37 points at
Hillsdale College, 21 against Fastem Michigan and 14 in the Miami game, he moved from the
fifth scorer on the team to the
second with a 14 point average.

It's time for a "no-holds
barred" study of the situation,
with those who are best informed
on the matter given the opportunity
to preach their knowledge to the
Ignorant masses.
The Falcon record of 9-10 is
unexc usable.

DENNIS CAVENAUGH
Hennessey mentioned that the
greatest change from high school
to college basketball was the
transition from forward to guard.
He emphasized this by stating
that he still depended on fellow
guard Denny Cavenaugh to bring
the ball down the court in many
instances.

MARK HENNESSEY

Welsh Leads
Cage Pollsters
The second B-G News basketball poll of the semester makes
its appearance in this issue, and
with its return also comes the
second week of predicting for Dan
Welsh, a sophomore.
Welsh topped all pollsters in
last week's competition by picking
15 of the 20 outcomes correctly.
Mike Lewis and Tom 1 line wound
up with 14-6 marks, for runnerup
spots, while Paul Treece and Mary
Orosz managed 13-7 records.
This week's poll includes both
Welsh and Hine, along with three
new panelists.
Dave Fero, a sophomore in
liberal arts. John Hilty, a junior
in business, anil Ralph Brown,
sophomore in business, round out
the five competing pollsters.

Dennis Cavenaugh, a product
of Detroit, has provided the floor
leadership needed for Jim Lessig's charges. Denny, perhaps the
best passer and ball handler on
the team, has been the key to the
fast break, as is indicated by his
leading the team in assists.
Lessig finds Cavenaugh the type
of player who plays "alertbasketball," and can be counted on to
work
well
under pressure.
Although Denny has not yet begun
to score as had been hoped, his
defensive work has impressed the
people who work with him as well
as against him.
Cavenaugh has found many differences in his switch to college
level basketball. The major change
being that a freer brand of ball
is played here in comparison to
the much more formal, with set
plays, high school type.
He finds defense tougher and
as a result finds himself working on his own defensive tactics
even more than previously.
Rebounding has presented its
problems, he admits, and has found
working under the boards much
harder than anything he experienced before.
Overall, Coach Lessig says he's
well pleased with the progress of
both boys, as individuals, and as
a unit.

No MAC Plan
For Investigation
Of Marshall Fans
COLUMBUS (AP) -- The MidAmerican Conference office says
it does not plan to formally investigate charges that the home
fans at Marshall University
basketball
games "Intimidate
the officials."
The charges werefired by Rowling Green Coach Warren (Porky)
Scholler on Saturday night after
Marshall defeated the Falcons 8985 at Huntington, W. Va.
Mid - American commissioner
Rob James first said he would
have no comment on the charges.
Later, he said no Investigation
is planned because none has been
requested.
Rowling Green athletic director Doyt Perry said the school
does not plan to file an official
complaint.
An Infuriated Scholler leveled
his blast at the officials saying
"They took this one away from
us."
But Marshall athletic director
Whitney Wilson denied the charges,
saying "Fans at Huntington aren't
any worse than those in any of
the conference's other six towns.
I can't condone the actions of
our fans. No one should throw anything at a basketball game, but
I've helped pick up stuff off floors
at every place in the conference."

We talked to some of the rightthinking, progressive minds around campus to determine just
what is at the heart of the problem:
Why Has Our Side Been Losing?
Sonny Weatherfan was the first
to be asked that penetrating question.
Sonny first furrowed his brow,
then pulled his finger from his
nose to scratch his head, and
replied.
"It's dat Scholler. He don't
know nuthin'. . . with all dat
material. . .he don't know nuthin'.
He never even uses Komives or
Dwors no more, dat's how dumb
he Isl"
Mr. Weatherfan re-inserted his
finger, and we moved on.

Dixon too, same reason. Henderson? Well, he's alright on defense, but no scorer. Out he goes.
Hendrlx is a crummy leader, and
llairston is lousy all around, so
we get rid of both."
We nodded sagely at these comments, but asked Harry exactly
who BG would use with all five
of the starters on the bench.
"Don't worry, I've got everything planned," he reassured us.
"We just recruit those seven guys
from Marathon Oil that played here
earlier this seascn- that's what 1
call a team."
Well, at least they'd have some
fan support, we thought, as we went
on to our final strategist, Elsie
Eled.
"Who's the coach? Dixon? Whatedja say our record was? That's
not so good, we better get rlada
him. Some others too.
"How about that little guy that
always bounces the ball down the
floor--he never gets no rebounds,
so we'll kick him off. In the
one game I saw, that guy that
shoots a lot (Is he Scholler?)
looked pretty good, but my boyfriend said he's worthless, and
he knows everything 'cause he
played high school basketball.

Harry Hatesum was next, and a
truly enlightened fan he was. Nothing escaped his vigilant eye, and he
told us so in no uncertain terms.
"First they gotta bench Piatkowski. He doesn't play defense.

"I really don't care though, as
long as we fire the coach--what'd
you say his name was?"
So there we have It,
All wrapped up in a neat, inaccurate package of the ills which
have plagued Rowling Green's basketball team so far in 1966-67.
And we know that we've got the
real Inside story, because after
all, who understands this stuff
better than the fans?

'No Protest'—Porky
Warren Scholler yesterday refuted previous rumors and a story
kcarrled in the yesterday's Issue of the News concerning his allegedly
'filing a formal protest with MAC league officials.
| The story, which broke following the Falcon basketball team's
89-85 loss at Marshall Saturday, made mention of Scholler's dissatisfaction with the referees, fans and even Marshall's players.
Yesterday, however, Scholler claimed that he had made no formal
protest, and that he was merely expressing his personal feelings
to reporters after the game.
"I felt bad, because to tell you the truth, I thought we played a
beautiful game." said Scholler in a telephone Interview.
"I don't like to complain about refs," he continued, "but in this
instance 1 think I'm justified. We played real well, and then to hav»
it taken away by a couple of striped shirts ...
Scholler also claimed that he had no beef with the Marshall
fans. "They're behind their team 100 per cent, which I'm all for," ,
said Scholler. "But they've got to get better refs, ones that aren't
afraid to call 'em, regardless of the crowd."

Western Michigan Favored In Cage Poll
Western Mich, at Bowling Green
Dayton at Loyola (La.)
Maryland at Duke
Cincinnati at N. Texas
Houston at Mia-ni (Fla.)
Providence at Boston College
UCLA at Oregon State
N. Illinois at Toledo
Minnesota at Michigan State
Marshall at Miami (O.)
Michigan at Ohio State
Kent State at Ohio U.
Wisconsin at Iowa
Indiana at Northwestern
Washington at California
Georgetown at Syracuse
Brown at Harvard
St. Joseph (Pa.) at W-ke Forest
Seton Hall ai Si. Ronavemure
Southern flsl. at Oregon

TOM HINE
RG
Dayton
Duke
Cincinnati
Houston
Boston College
UCLA
Toledo
MSU
Marshall
Michigan
OU
Wisconsin
Northwestern
Washington
Syracuse
Harvard
St. joe's
St. Ronavemure
Southern Cal.

DAVE FERO
Western Mich.
Dayton
Maryland
Cine inn a it
Houston
Boston College
UCLA
Toledo
Minnesota
Marshall
Michigan
OU
Iowa
Indiana
California
Syracuse
Brown
St. joe's
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.

DAN WELSH
Western Mich.
Dayton
Duke
Cincinnati
Houston
Boston College
UCLA
Toledo
Minnesota
Miami
OSU
OU
Iowa
Indiana
California
Syracuse
Harvard
St. Joe's
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.

RALPH BROWN
Western Mich.
Dayton
Maryland
Cincinnati
Houston
Boston College
UCLA
Toledo
MSU
Miami
Michigan
OU
Iowa
Northwestern
California
Syracuse
Harvard
St. Joe's
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.

JOHN HILTY
BG
Dayton
Duke
Cincinnati
Houston
Boston College
UCLA
Toledo
Minnesota
Miami
OSU
OU
Wisconsin
Indiana
Washington
Syracuse
Harvard
St. Joe's
St. Bonaventure
SouthernCal.

